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The U.S. Mint has started issuing handsome new silver dollars featuring images of the presidents in

the order that they served&#151;and this time theyâ€™re taking a fresh, contemporary approach!

Beginning this year with George Washington, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, and James Madison,

each coin will have large dramatic artwork (bigger than ever before) and display the Statue of

Liberty on the reverse. Theyâ€™ll also feature innovative edge lettering and a process to make the

coins stay shinier longer. This 4-part folder is a handsome, practical way to collect those coins as

theyâ€™re issued and keep them in perfect condition over the years. Done in the same specs as the

very successful 50 State Quarters Collectorâ€™s Folder (more than 100,000 copies sold), The

Presidential Dollar Collectorâ€™s Folder offers informative background material on the mint and the

presidential coin program, as well as selected highlights of each presidentâ€™s term in office.
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I used the regular blue whitman presidential dollar coin folder. That one was a bit tight. This one is

not so! This coin folder fits the dollar coins very well and very easy. And it holds the coins pretty

well. I definitely recommend this product over the whitman blue folder.

Sorry, I didn't like this. Nothing in the description told me that there are 2 places for each coin, one



for each mint. I had to buy another collector folder.

This folder goes to President Ford, however, the coins are of non-living presidents and President

Regan, who predeceased President Ford, is missing. There are no extra spaces either.I also

purchased the Littleton Coin folder. It was manufactured prior to Pres. Ford's death. This folder has

space for additional coins. It's not the quality product of Sterling folder but it is error free. By 2016

I'm sure there will be new folders.

This is a nice looking album for saving your Presidential Dollars but it was not for me because it had

slots for both P and D dollars and I wanted just one slot per dollar. If you're looking for a decent,

inexpensive album with two slots for each dollar, I would recommend this one.

I bought a stack of these to build my collection and i was very happy with the quality of the folders. It

opens up to reveal 4 pages and the ends have a paper cover to seperate the coins when it is folded

up. There was one issue, when I received the folders, it looked like they were very dusty. It ended

up being wear on the glossy finish of the folder. So if you like a immaculate looking product, you

might be disappointed.

Nice collector book. It has slots for both "D" and "P" Issuances. Many only have one coin slot so two

books are needed "D" for Denver or "P" for Philadelphia.

I bought this because it was so cheap and it was what I was looking for. The shipping said 17-28

days but I think it got here in like a week. When it arrived, I was super excited and started filling it

out and I can say that it is a quality product and if presented with the choice, I would buy again.

I love how well it is set up. The descriptions for the coins are easily readable. I only wish that it has a

plastic cover to go over the coins themselves. I sometimes feel that they might fall out if I open it

wrong. But they are just snug enough that I haven't had any problems. I LOVE that it has a space

for both mints of the coins. No need to buy a secondary folder.
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